Monitoring of clonal evolution of double C-KIT exon 17 mutations by Droplet Digital PCR in patients with core-binding factor acute myeloid leukemia.
C-KIT gene mutations result in the constitutive activation of tyrosine kinase activity, and greatly affect the pathogenesis and prognosis of core-binding factor acute myeloid leukemia (CBF-AML). C-KIT mutations are often found as single point mutations. However, the rate of double mutations has recently increased in AML patients. In this study, we detected six cases (18.8%) harboring double C-KIT exon17 mutations in 75 patients with CBF-AML. The clone composition and dynamic evolution were analyzed by sequencing and droplet digital PCR (ddPCR). Results revealed that these double mutations can be occurred in either the same or different clones. Different clones of double mutations may result in different sensitivity to the treatment of CBF-AML. The clones with N822 mutation responded better to treatment as compared to those with D816 mutation. Moreover, D816 clone was readily transformed into a predominant clone at relapse. Meanwhile, the predominant clones in the same patient may change during the progression of disease. The emerging mutation can originate from a small quantity of clones at diagnosis or newly acquired during the course of disease. Furthermore, patients with double mutations had better overall survival (OS) and event-free survival (EFS) than those with single mutation, but the differences did not reach statistical significance (P > 0.05). The ddPCR is an effective method for monitoring clonal evolution in patients with CBF-AML.